ABSTRACT: International English has come to dominate science publication. For both first and second language speakers, the constraints of language for communication in geomorphology are reviewed, including uncertainties with terminology, subtleties of qualification and explanation in the written presentation of arguments, and formalities in the rhetorical structuring of published papers. Distinctive qualities of style and presentation need to be recognized because, in geomorphology as generally, full qualitative meanings may pass lingua franca or second language speakers by, whilst formulaic discourse may disguise shortcomings. The alternative of language simplification for international usage may not be wholly desirable if valued functions are lost. Language is also increasingly being coupled with visual devices, pictorial and diagrammatic images and data tables, which are internationally intelligible. These can leave viewers with greater hermeneutic (text interpretation) freedom, and therefore a variety of outcomes in understanding. Mathematical treatments, with their precision and predictive utility, have great universal value and they leave readers with rather less interpretive freedom. Debate is due, both by first and by second English language geomorphologists, as to how well developing presentation styles in international English suit scientific purposes.
Introduction
In the later twentieth century, English came to be the dominant language for science publication (Ammon, 2010) . Before the disturbances of two world wars, there had been a leading triumvirate of French, German and English, with later peak usage periods for other languages such as Russian (20% in the 1970s) and to a lesser degree Japanese (in the 1960s and 1980s). But English use in scientific papers rose from around 55% in the 1970s to over 90% by the end of the century. Gordin (2015) has explored the multiple reasons why it was English that came to be preferred. The earlier spread of English as a world language was associated with trade and empire going back centuries (Crystal, 2003) , but global domination in science publication has been more recent. This probably had much to do with American academic power, coupled with a desire to have just one live language for international intelligibility. For this, English had a head start.
Similar trends can be seen in the literature of geomorphology. Zeitschrift für Geomorphologie NF has been published in Germany since 1956, and accepts articles in German, English and French. In 1964, 73% of the articles there were in German and 21% in English. By 2015, 92% were in English. In France, Géomorphologie: relief, processus, environment currently accepts articles in French and English. The journal has been published since 1995, succeeding Revue de Géomorphologie Dynamique published since 1950. The Revue publishes 20+ research articles per year, considerably fewer than in the monolingual geomorphology journals. In 1995 , 68% were in French, in 2005 73%, in 2014 this had dropped to 35%, but it picked up again to 81% in 2015. Thus some national and regional journals have continued with use of local languages, if unevenly. But the many articles in major international journals like Earth Surface Processes and Landforms (since 1976), Geomorphology (since 1989), and the online journal Earth Surface Dynamics (since 2013) are exclusively published in English. As Piégay et al. (2015) have shown, these now have great diversity in the nationality of authors, and for many of these English is an auxiliary or second language.
Clearly there are advantages to communicating through one language. It facilitates the rapid globalization of knowledge and the traffic in conceptual and technical approaches. Science does not flourish in societies that are closed off for any reason. Researchers want to record their research, to have it widely known and discussed, and in effect to have it legitimized as internationally important through worldwide exposure and citation. They are also now monitored in terms of achievement 'returns' for their mission-fuelled funders -institutional and national -and in particular as evidenced through global visibility. English fortunately seems to have been adopted for international research reporting without many nationalistic overtones, although some see 'linguistic neo-imperialism' at work. Effects on other languages, with detachment of 'elite' science writings from the languages understood by local peoples, are not so beneficial.
Those with English as a native or first language (hereafter ENL or L1) are privileged over those for whom English is an additional or second language (L2 or ESL) that has to be learnt, or for whom translation services are needed. For many others, L2 English is a lingua franca (ELF), a bridging second language for both authors and readers. Such distinctions are not sharply defined, because different groups have very varied fluencies according to their educational backgrounds. As the research output in English increases from countries like the so-called BRICS (Brazil, Russia, India and China, to which South Africa was later added), there are likely to be even more ELF scientists publishing and reading than at present. India has long used English as an academic language and at Union level is officially bilingual in Hindi and English in any case. In South Africa, English is both the common academic language and one of 11 officially recognized languages. The Editor of Earth Surface Processes and Landforms has also recently pointed out that China is already the largest state grouping submitting papers to this journal -in English (Lane, 2015) .
For native L1 speakers in Britain, America and elsewhere, who are notoriously bad at foreign languages, this general use of English has improved their international perspectives and understanding. There is now much greater potential for the wider dissemination, for both L1 and L2 speakers, of valuable knowledge about world landforms from all researchers, many now from Asia, Eastern Europe, or South America. Here it is worth recalling earlier Anglo-American miscomprehensions of concepts in Penck (1924) , not available in a full English translation until 1953. And remember also Malutin Milanković (1879 -1958 from Dalj on the banks of the Danube. His 'canon' included work originally written in Serbian in 1912 and 1913 ; the work was printed in book form in German in 1941, which then received English translation only in 1969 (Milanković, 1941) . Chinese researches on loess and erosion processes, and Japanese research on steeplands and extreme event impacts, have similarly not been widely well known in good time. Quaternary perspectives have now been immeasurably improved by having research rapidly and globally available in English from those whose first languages are Chinese, French, German, Italian, Japanese, Polish and Spanish.
Language is not the only communication medium involved. Mathematics, data tables and visual non-linguistic representations are also mutually supporting means for research reporting. The analysis of numerical data, made available through developing technologies in field and laboratory practices, has transformed the analytical culture of geomorphology in recent decades (Viles, 2016) . But importantly it is still the written language of research papers, as discussed here, that primarily presents, explains and justifies thinking. The English used is in what has been called the classic style, directing readers towards objective material truths about the world (Thomas and Turner, 2011) . Furthermore, a reading of any geomorphological journal is enough to show that the English there is in even more specialized form, a so-called writing genre, and a variant of what is called English for Special or Scientific Purpose (ESP). For geomorphology, we can name this EGeomP. Such mannered language has its own technical lexicon and conventional styles of linguistic argument. There are challenges in presenting what are technically sophisticated and globally critical matters so as to be intelligible across the world to an expanding readership that needs to understand them.
For geomorphology, the considerable advances in technology (with the language needed to present them) have paralleled the surge in English dominance, together with accelerating and threatening anthropogenic modifications to world systems. In language terms, what are often subtle means are used to explain the context, methods and the execution of reported research -with deliberate linguistic attempts to convince readers of writers' authority, the reliability of the procedures followed, and the validity and significance of the outcomes claimed. Such crafted language involves what are called 'communicative operations', or in writing terms, 'entextualizing' (converting accomplished research into written reports). Whilst simple descriptive statements can be made in a fairly mechanical manner, convincingly setting down thinking, argument and justification in written form requires additional skills.
Happily, the English for this is not exceptionally difficult to learn -at least up to a point. It is also an international language for business, culture and politics, and so there are incentives to learn its ways in any case. The use of gender, cases and syntax (language structure above word level) is not generally problematical, but irregularities of spelling, grammar and pronunciation, the frequent use of idioms and metaphors, and the subtle range of words and phrases that appear broadly similar can all be difficult to grasp. English is also a flexible language, without the oversight of some controlling and excluding academy. It absorbs new terms and idioms from other languages, or invents new ones readily when needed. But this also means that the language itself is more dynamic than, perhaps, French where Descartes (1596-1650) may still be taken as a model for contemporary writing (Thomas and Turner, 2011) . In their use of English, papers only 50 years old can begin to look decidedly dated, and new meanings for old words permeate the literature over time. Overall, 'learning English' for science communication does involve absorbing a whole writing and presentational culture, and this has to be up-to-date. This is not simply a matter of lexicon, grammar and punctuation -challenging though these three may be for some. L2 and L1 students alike also have to ease themselves into what for both can be a special, but alien, writing style. Working via paper or online media, unlike in conversation, writers are generally inscrutable without the possibility of immediate interrogation by listeners. Language communication has to be as clear and fully unambiguous as possible.
This all involves some things that geomorphologists need to think about. Are there unarticulated problems to do with the hegemony of English, and specifically with tacit assumptions about EGeomP, a supposedly universal language? For example, the so-called Whorfian hypothesis holds that the language in which we think both shapes our perceptions of reality and in some ways also determines them. Significantly, the reverse may be the case where varied geographies can be shown to shape language diversity. Whorf's set of related propositions (Whorf, 2012) has been much discussed and disputed. Communication through particular languages can appear to frame things differently (Deutcher, 2011) . German has a reputation for clarity and precision, whereas English is deferential in presentation, and frequently speaks obliquely through metaphor and idiom that lack exactness and require imaginative selection of associated meaning. A Black Hole is not an orifice, nor did anyone hear a Big Bang.
Furthermore, communication in any science (the discourse) has distinctive styles (mores) (Crombie, 1994) . The language used may differ according to the diverse approaches to knowledge in particular fields of enquiry. Even within EGeomP there is a variety of styles in necessary use for explaining and justifying, for example according to whether the research reported is hypothetico-deductive in form (as in numerical modelling), taxonomic (setting observations within a classification framework), or concerned with laboratory techniques. At least some papers also have to be written in forms such that research findings are not baffling to non-experts. This includes those in parallel disciplines, readers in countries where Englishspeaking is limited, and an inexpert political or public readership needful of being alerted to scientific advances. Some disciplines, like mathematics (Higham, 1998) or the biomedical sciences (Budgell, 2009) , have articulated their thoughts about the meaningfulness of their use of English, but as yet geomorphology has not.
So the English language, as specially used in geomorphology, does have issues that need to be addressed if noncomprehension and miscomprehension are to be avoided. All scientists are now involved in what has rather awkwardly been called 'glocalization': the need to address worldwide audiences, yet also to communicate usefully with local communities (English-speaking or otherwise) in a language that they find understandable. Publishers seek higher sales and impact factors, and even 'local' journals appear increasingly to be written in International English. This thus also involves 'diglossia', where two languages are used within a community, often with one having higher prestige than the other.
International English usages in geomorphology will be further discussed in this paper with such considerations in mind, and following four themes: (1) uncertainties with terminology; (2) how the English language expresses qualified opinions; (3) the rhetorical structuring of papers; and (4) the growing use of imaging for conveying research results -rather than using much verbal language at all. The focus is on the geomorphology as conveyed via publication in research journals. Spoken academic English, as in conference presentations and seminars, is well covered elsewhere in Mauranen (2012) .
Terminology
Some languages are notably said to have multiple terms for things like rain (Japanese), ice (Inuit) and snow (Scots). English does its best with wetness, too (drizzle, rain, shower, squall, downpour, cloudburst, deluge). Other languages also have different levels of term precision, such as French where a distinction may be made between tributaires and affluents for joining rivers. Everyday English has many dictionary names for similar things, as in names for watercourses (brook, beck, burn, creek, fleet, lode, stream, river, torrent, etc.) . These have been inherited from donor languages and dialects. Most of such names do not usually get used in technical writing. By contrast, words like mountain are used a great deal, though without consistent definition. The United Nations (UN) Environment Programme expects elevation of 2500 m (or lower if steep slopes are involved), but for public access purposes the UK government defines a mountain only as a summit of 600 m or over. When terms such as cone, fan or DFS (distributary fluvial system) are used, distinctions between them are seldom sharply defined (note that the first two are with reference to simple shapes, whilst the last is not necessarily a land form). Arbitrary metrics may be proposed, if not necessarily followed, as in the case of meandering said to occur where single channel sinuosity is >1.5 (Leopold and Wolman, 1957) .
A range of terms can arise also because of regional subtleties in environments that most Anglophones have neither appreciated nor named. Vernacular terms like levée or barchan have often been accepted into English and given specific technical meaning, though usually shorn of diacritics such as accents or umlauts. There is also the fact that some phenomena like várzea or igapó forest (floodplain forests flooded with either more or less sediment-laden water) are common along tropical rivers like the Amazon, but no longer in European rivers following long-since deforestation and conversion to agricultural land (Brown, 1997, chapter 6 ). English does not have appropriate single-word terms for them. Perhaps this has contributed to a delayed appreciation of the global role of woody vegetation in fluvial landform development, and of the former existence of extensive European wetlands now concealed by centuries of burial by eroded soil, reclamation and construction. Because these flooded forests were not a dominant part of the postEnlightenment European experience, they were not signified in a developing technical language. The ready solution is to incorporate 'borrowed' terms into the lexicon, as indeed has been the case (Lewin, 2016, (Neuendorf et al., 2011; Thomas, 2016) , but these are discursive as much as definitive. Some texts have short glossaries (Charlton, 2008; Gregory and Lewin, 2014) , but for others, readers have to search the index and check the text. Most may now resort to Wikipedia (available in several languages) where terms are likely to be explained as they are used in physics, engineering, biology or mathematics. This may not include the ways conventionally used in geomorphology. When several named but related landforms are scrutinized, there may actually be little justified distinction between them. Ely et al. (2016) have examined and tested a large size and shape database for sub-glacial bedforms. They demonstrated that there was as much a continuum as a set of discrete forms. Some glacigenic forms (quasi-circular bedforms) appear also to have been underreported in the literature. Refining terminology by quantitative and objective means in this way could usefully be extended to other form sets.
A free-for-all in geomorphology does give useful scope for term innovation, this being especially free as the subject itself lacks formal names and generally accepted hierarchical classifications. But it also allows the duplication of terms for similar things, the same word to be used for different things, and for the proliferation of terms at the will of individuals (including more recently, multiple initialisms and acronyms). Such words are in effect 'validated' when and if they become widely adopted, but this takes many years. Philosophical discussion can also become stuck on the negotiability of word definition in English (Lewin, 2016) . It has been common geomorphological practice for a researcher to coin or redefine a word (both for theoretical concepts such as grade, equilibrium or connectivity, and for diagnostic identifiers such as terrace, meander or dune). This is then followed by extended discussion of alternatives and refinements by many others as to what, in their opinions, the same word should mean. Present users may need at times to explore a very large literature to be sure what the terms they read are intended to convey, and this is doubly difficult for those for whom the language is an auxiliary one. It should be possible to formalize more term definitions to be internationally acceptable. However, name multiplicity can occasionally be helpful if common words are wanted for scientific purposes. For example, era, period, epoch and age all mean roughly the same thing in everyday English, but they are now (when capitalized) formally different geological timespan categories.
The language
English has a number of characteristics: ungendered nouns, for example, and an average word length of only five letters (5.7 in this paper). This is good for keyboard operators. It is supposedly a business-like language, despite (or less reputably perhaps, because of) its negotiability of meanings. There have also been countless language adaptations as used in Asia and Africa, whilst American and British English differ in spelling and usage (as in 'watershed' or 'catchment') but also in the use of idioms (Swales, 2004, p. 28) . In 'indiginized English', articles (the, a) and prepositions (about, for) are often omitted, at least in conversation. This does not appear to hinder communication greatly, though it may offend purists. Other Englishes can amount to creole contact languages developed from pidgin adaptations for trading purposes. The English do not have ownership of the many evolving varieties of their out-of-control language as used worldwide.
There is thus the question of what English? For science in general, it is usually a pared-down American or British, whilst there are other designed language forms for learners or international usage, including 'Globish', a subset of the language with simplified grammar and vocabulary for non-native speakers. Such simplified languages are intended to render the language culturally neutral as far as possible, for example without expressions that are American, British or Australian. A reduced and more basic form may replace the flexibility, informality and subtlety of 'literary' or conversational English, although the disorderly importation of technical terms, including part-adapted ones from parallel sciences, complicates matters. Even native English speakers have to modify the way they communicate for scientific purposes. For geomorphologists as well as other scientists, words like 'model', 'process' and 'system' are lexemes or memes, units of meaning (Lewin, 2016) . These carry academic weights not burdening them in everyday use. As Crystal (2002) has written natives may need to become bilingual in their own language. There are no native speakers of academic English (Mauranen, 2012 ).
How to write
There are many formulaic guidebooks now available to help with language (Glasman-Deal, 2010; Mautner, 2011) . Publishers like Elsevier offer a language editing service that will 'correct spelling, grammatical and punctuation errors; check for problems in parallelisms; eliminate improper language and poor word choice; conform to your choice of British or American English'. Similarly Wiley's service (http:// wileyeditingservices.com/en/) 'verifies that the terminology and phrasing are correct and checks for spelling and grammatical mistakes that could otherwise reduce the manuscript's chance of acceptance'. Sage offer editing, translation, manuscript formatting and figure formatting. These and other commercially available services may come at a price, and they tend to deal only with the mechanical aspects of language.
An exclusive use simply of a grammatically correct 'sciencespeak' English (with simplified subject-verb-object grammar, reduced vocabulary, the omission of many turns of phrase, and a standardized presentational format) diminishes the total breadth of conceptual or phenomenal understanding that English can otherwise convey. L1 geomorphologists themselves, of course, may never have been paragons of English style or expository clarity, and in England there are frequent complaints that the young are not sufficiently literate in their own language, let alone in any other. L2 writers can actually be more careful over writing what they want to mean.
The practical communication of elaborate thoughts can be a challenge. Editorial experience suggests that L2 writers may use English words, but ones embedded in the idiomatic structure of their own language. 'Out of sight' reviewer and editor input can have much to do with how and where research is eventually presented. Some journals are more content, style and format prescriptive than others, whilst manuscript English may be altered during the editorial process to varying extents. Experienced researchers do get to know what kinds of language and presentation are likely to prove acceptable, and are likely to conform to such perceived expectations. Others may need and receive a great deal of help in manuscript presentation. How papers appear is not the sole responsibility of their apparent authors, but rather that of a whole writing and appraisal culture. Science writers, like Pinker (2014) , have shown that an appropriate sense of style makes for clear and persuasive reading, and achieving this is far from a mechanical or oneperson process.
Language as advocacy
Writers use a series of language devices that may or may not be fully adopted or understood by L2 Anglophones, or readily comprehended by other L1 Anglophones outside the academically initiated (Table I) . These particularly involve value judgements, qualifications, and boosting statements.
It is essentially styles of language that are used at some length in almost all published papers to explain, justify and illuminate what research projects have achieved. Texts are written so as at least to appear objective and personally detached. 'Authorevacuated' texts are driven as if by facts and objects. This involves omission of personal pronouns, use of the passive voice, and the framing of sentences in generalized quasi-theoretical form. More often than not in geomorphology, causal relationships are also claimed verbally, on the initial basis of correlation, coincidence or analogy. This is rather than fully being able to identify or quantify causal chains as in many areas of physics, chemistry or biology. Likelihood or probability of explanation is commonly expressed verbally. This is in the form of epistemological expressions, relating to the sureness of knowledge, rather than ontological ones, as in numerical probability relating to observed occurrence frequencies. As a result, inferential conclusions can appear uncertain or modestly cautious in style. They come from authors appearing to stand aside from their own researched data to make 'balanced' judgements.
Qualifications made to categorical statements are known as hedging (Hyland, 1996) . Cautious English is frequently used in geomorphology given the possible variety of interpretations from vestigial indicators of origin or uncertainties of causation or relationship. Such judgemental modalities are also paralleled by evidential modalities, statements about the reliability of data and associated material. Deontic modality, judgements as to how states ought to be, is also involved, as in practical recommendations for river channel restoration. In all these cases, authors cover themselves by expressing caution in their judgements.
Citation may similarly serve purposes beyond the obvious, as in gathering support from, or giving diplomatic deference to, previous researchers. 'Crowdsourcing' of papers may reflect genuine multi-contribution authorships, but it may also be intended to add to a paper's authority. Self-mention can also be used tactically to establish an individual author's credibility (Hyland, 2001) . Authors, too, may magnify the significance of research outcomes, often claiming that their case studies have wider meaning. Such devices may be components of a selfconscious broader discourse in which papers are slotted into a much wider agenda. Authors are 'selling as well as telling' since they need to persuade a readership to become involved with, and then to believe, the text -and ultimately, in them. In geomorphology, all this may be expressed rhetorically through subtleties of referencing and English phraseology. The outcome is that strategic matters of conviction and hermeneutics are expressed through EGeomP writings that are not quite as simple as they may at first seem.
Authors do, of course, have some need to make reasoned claims about the reliability and significance of their work. They have to be advocates for their own work and expertise. L1 geomorphologists may be more adept at this, when they want to be, than L2 writers. Table II gives some examples of epistemic modals, modes of knowing that specify the probability of being true, from top to bottom in order of the writer's increasing certainty. According to Pérez-Llantada (2012) , it is L1 science writers who are more likely to use these cautious words and phrases ('it is suggested that', 'probably', 'it is likely that') than do Spanish ELF writers. Apprentice English language writers (seeking safety from personal challenges to their methods from their seniors on high) are also more likely to use prefabricated word clusters like 'on the basis of' or 'in the present study' about how methodologically their conclusions were drawn. This is rather than pointing boldly forward to conclusions that readers should draw ('it should be noted that' or 'it is important to recognize'). Experienced writers are more likely to make such expansive claims, and they both use fewer clusters and fewer different ones (Hyland, 2008) . For the reading public and those with limited English, more puzzling uncertainties and dubious certainties may arise through such writerdependent coded language than ideally should be the case.
English does things distinctively
English, like any language, also does things in its own distinctive ways. For example, it has thousands of words for shapes, so that we 'see' things (that is, recognize their nature) like convex slopes, crescentic beaches and drumlinoid forms. There are only 80 or so spatial prepositions (themselves not so common in many other languages) together with encoded spatial nouns and verbs, such as 'edge' and 'spread'. Six out of the 10 most frequently used words in English are indeed spatial prepositions (in, to, on, at, by, and from). This is useful for geomorphology. But 'on' can mean resting on something, but also attached to, or around ('on a table', 'a picture on a wall', 'a ring on a finger'). Dutch uses different words for each. English can combine the fact of motion with its manner, as in 'flood debris floating to the channel margin', whereas Spanish tends to combine fact and direction, adding a separate word for the method. English uses the word 'know' both for knowing a fact and for becoming acquainted with ('knowing that' and 'knowing by familiarity'), whereas most European languages have separate words. Different languages lump or split meanings in this way (see Pinker, 2007 , pp. 174 ff.). For an interpretive spatial science like Previous research has shown that, data are not available for, the aim is, the following section shows, as evidenced in Figure x .
Impersonal style
Establishing the author's objective stance; emphasizing the action rather than the doer.
Analysis was carried out, the results indicate, x was measured, it can be seen that, the present research shows. 'Facts'
Evidence given as if unquestionable, including tabulated measurements and graphics. Often separated from 'methods', 'interpretation' and 'discussions'. These conclusions have broader applications, by contrast with earlier studies, this study is the first to. The language we use became set largely in the Early Modern period (from c. 1500 CE), with later additions including new technical words in Greek and Latin forms, and many more modernisms including initialisms (Lewin, 2016) . The concept of space historically embedded in the early language tends to be topological, expressing things like connectedness and the relative position of objects and their connections. In modern geomorphology, topological concepts also underlie things like coupling or stream order. Frameworks involving Euclidean or multi-dimensional space, as expressed through things like Cartesian coordinates or linked geometry and algebra, and as tacitly adopted in some geomorphological reporting, came relatively recently.
These are most conveniently expressed numerically and graphically rather than through language. A kind of Kantian trilogy (Kant, 1993, pp. 48-68) , reflecting Newtonian principles and with 'space' as one of three analytical components, is echoed in the seminal paper entitled 'Time, space, and causality' by Schumm and Lichty (1965) . By contrast the English language, taken literally, may amalgamate time and space ('the time is coming', 'half-way through the Holocene'). It is also linguistically in geomorphology that causation is commonly expressed, and often in vague ways in terms of 'drivers', or using an informal scale of 'forcing' words as in 'determine', 'allow', 'enable', or 'retard'. Like the epistemic modals discussed earlier, these interpretative modals may be far from being precise or conclusive statements, or the necessary truths of mathematical relationships. Geomorphology has many of them.
The rhetorical structuring of papers
Research execution involves four communicative stages, each of which can be regarded as a genre in itself (Table III) . Each step in the genre chain has different practices, some brief and others 'out of sight' (Swales, 2004) . Conceptual frameworks (A) may be formulated in the light of perceived knowledge gaps, but increasingly as determined through a search for project commissioning and funding. In the age of silicon technology, there is also the question of online proposal applications for the novel use of technical equipment, or obtaining such equipment through sponsorship. Completed questionaires and funding application forms involve writing genres in their own right. Successful grant applicants in particular know the right 'trigger' words and phrases to use for establishing the 'absolute necessity' for funding the research proposed. Project execution then follows (B), and this may involve much conversation and email exchange with colleagues, these being 'out of sight' communications that are not apparent in subsequent reporting.
The presentation of outcomes (C) is the publishing stage that requires visible and careful composition in international English, and this is something different: it follows sets of conventions so that readers/listeners can navigate through a familiar 'signposted' structure. Table III (C) suggests the purposes for which language is being used here (reviewing, defining, and so on). As we have seen, papers are designed to convince. Some other things continue to remain largely out of sight, such as the input of editors and reviewers discussed earlier (though see the online journal Earth Surface Dynamics that publishes some such interaction). Finally in (D), report users, whether L1 or L2 readers/viewers, bring their own purposes and understandings into play as they absorb what has been presented. Paper 'fallout', as evidenced by reader citations later on, demonstrates that papers are variously 'quarried' for their methods, selected data, or even minor points that were far from the main concerns of the original authors.
Layout as part of communication
There is a common standardization of science paper layout in English language journals, a text with signposts, as it were (variants of AIMRDC: Abstract, Introduction, Methods, Results, Discussion, Conclusions). This style emerged in the biomedical sciences in the 1940s, and the so-called 'Vancouver Convention' of 1978 led later on to a standardized presentation format across the sciences. In effect, this was a recipe for rhetorical structuring that could be learnt. This is now outlined, for example, in Elsevier's current 14-page 'Author Information Pack'. Geomorphologists may also be advised to add sections on regional setting or describing study sites. Editors and independent reviewers function as journal gatekeepers and usually check the separation of results from interpretations, whether there is an absence of repetition, and for linear style such that there is a logical progress from an introduction (where previous work is especially cited) through to a conclusion (which should not simply be a restatement of what comes earlier). Swales (2004) discusses in more detail what these sections may contain.
This linear pattern is not common to discourse in all languages (Connor, 1996) . Some use circling, parallel or multi-thread structures, or are much happier with the inclusion of extensive philosophical digressions (Bowe et al., 2014, chapter 8) . The commonly taught AIMRDC style also tends to favour those empirical studies that can easily be set in such a framework, rather than ones whose real focus is on concepts or interpretive strategies. It also encourages skimming so that readers jump to those parts of the paper that they intend to Table III . Genre stages in research design, execution and communication
Knowledge gap identified through literature study, personal intuition, peer discussion, or as 'commissioned' by promoters via funding provision or end user contracting. (B) Execution Follows scientific procedural norms using contemporary technologies (as understood through prior awareness, self-preparation and training). Approach may be tacitly acceptable to readers, or may need to be given fuller justification or explanation in reporting.
(C) Presentation
Framed by conventional English language journal formats. Designed rhetorically to convince, both of contextual need, procedure reliability, and the soundness of the conclusions claimed. Normally highly inter-textual, that is, with citation to previous research that provoked the purposes of the paper, supports the methods, or provides comparable data.The language used may be for: reviewing, defining, reporting, explaining, evaluating, hedging, promoting, comparing, concluding and recommending. (D) Reader interpretation May be by ENL, EFL or ELF readers, extracting what they require. This may be as a strategic or technological template for their researches, for the data, or for the actual conclusions reached. Writing style may limit likely understanding outside a small professional group.
use, without taking in the prior nuances and detailed qualifications (cf. Thomas and Turner, 2011, pp. 78-81) . Furthermore, in much current practice introductions are broad in their context setting, citing previous work (often by the authors themselves) as a prelude to geographically situated applications, rather than being a quasi-formal proposition of theory about to be tested. Individual 'case studies' are also far from being the randomized control trials (RCTs) that are used in medical research, and it is generally qualitative opinions (expressed verbally) rather than multiple trials that make a claim for wider relevance. The model format also needs some modification for review or argumentative papers (like this one), for theoretical propositions argued from premises rather than analysis of empirical data, or for applied research where the end result is a set of practical recommendations based on already established knowledge. Geomorphology, like other sciences (Kwa, 2011) , embraces several types of knowing: deductive argument (quantitative and qualitative); numerical or laboratory simulation; appeals to analogy (the life cycle, the equilibrating balance, or the conveyor belt), and the setting of dated and geographically distributed landforms within a chronological taxonomy.
What interpretative language is needed and where?
The conventional reliance on a sectional separation amongst methods, results and discussion (or 'facts' from 'interpretations') may not be that straightforward. A language issue involved may be illuminated by the example of the Matsés tribe in Amazonia (Deutscher, 2011, pp. 153 ff.) . Their actual language includes degrees of pastness in verb endings and verb forms according to whether the knowledge involved came from direct observation or was something inferred respectively from residual evidence, conjecture, or hearsay. Imagine what greater refinement would do for science reporting in English if all verbs required a signifier (a subscript perhaps, or an emoticon) showing the kind of evidence behind their use. This is not a plea for the adoption of a minority language for international purposes, but rather to point out that English is not compelled to reveal, through its language, all one may wish to know. Some languages do that: Turkish makes a word distinction between observational and hearsay knowledge. In English such things are accomplished, more clumsily, by other means such as a formal division in paper structure or admissions made here and there in a text, these being at the author's discretion.
Structural text separation of 'facts' (particularly observational and analytical data) does, however, provide the organisational basis for most empirical papers. Facts may be taken as theoretically repeatable observations defined by the means of measuring them. These are supposedly objectively established: in papers, they then form the stuff for analysis and the discussion that follows so as to come to language-expressed conclusions of some originality. There are also other 'quasi-facts' such as cognitively identified landforms, or expected relationships as in hydraulic geometry or stream power relationships. In written papers themselves, these may be unquestioned and tacitly assumed.
But as Latour and Woolgar (1979) have pointed out, scientists accept such things as facts with varying degrees of conviction À from the speculative, through convergent (though not unanimous) group agreement, to items that are tacitly taken for granted without question. Empirical and exploratory sciences like much of geomorphology can seldom be absolutely certain about anything, whether it is the reliability of numbers, the broader representativeness of field case studies that are historically and configurationally contingent, or the conclusions drawn from 'noisy' or crude data with high degrees of scatter. Similarly, conclusions about the real world can only tentatively be drawn from modelling where this has not been rigorously validated in some fashion against real-world situations (Oreskes et al., 1994) . Prudent and judicious assessments conveyed through subtleties of English phrasing (Table II) are in order at many text points, and not just in discussion or concluding sections. There is particular difficulty with the sophisticated methods and technologies now needed in geomorphology, as in dating, image processing, and experimental modelling. These necessarily involve presupposed judgements and protocols that most readers may not understand. The expertise required now makes it commonplace for many papers to be multi-authored. If it really takes many authors to write papers, then it is unlikely that single readers will fully understand them. In reality, of course, paper multi-authorship can be an acknowledgement of diverse work input and needed collaboration, and this is desirable for those involved from a professional performance assessment viewpoint. But for the reader, the details and cautions coming from different text contributors with their expert viewpoints have become less easy to register.
Mathematics, data tabulation and the march of visualization
International communication is greatly aided both by the use of the symbolic language of mathematics, and by presenting both concepts and findings graphically. Word use is also minimized through giving data in tabular form. Mathematics is a form of encoded logic, another language, and one that is internationally understood. Equations can best express profound relationships in an intentionally exact way such as to allow quantitative predictions and their testing against field evidence. The mathematization of geomorphology has been rather slow and uneven in coming, but a comparison of contemporary journal articles with those of several decades ago shows how the balance between verbal and numerical/algebraic treatment has indeed changed.
In geomorphology, whether it is model simulation outputs (Nicholas et al., 2016) or imagery from Mars (Grotzinger et al., 2015) , 'readers' may now also be interpreting twodimensional (2D) images for themselves as much as relying on words or even quantified means, as through optical character recognition. It is said that a picture is worth a thousand words, and both electronic media and printing technology have made image publication much easier. Graphics can express the essence of ideas without much conventional language being involved. However, processed graphics do not give raw numerical data that others can use, and such data may need to go into a separate archive that is also openly available. Graphical models -ranging from Haeckel's artful embryo pictures that once spread support for the concept of evolution (there was but one image, of a descent tree, in Darwin's first edition of the Origin of Species) through to W.M. Davis's ideograms -do have greater memorability and persuasive reach than most wordy presentations in any particular language.
Images, graphs, diagrams, and arrays of data -what is shown rather than what is verbalized -may also reveal patterns and trends to readers that are not identified and discussed by their authors (such as unexplained anomalous values or unremarked groupings on a graphical plot). This generally allows viewers much more independent hermeneutic freedom than written text. Mathematics, by contrast, allows very little and has the advantage that it is internationally intelligible. However, symbol use may be inconsistent. There may, of course, also be hidden intentions behind what authors select to express in equation form or in graphical display. Thus the choice of a bivariate plot may focus attention on the importance of a single independent variable without a word being written. Whilst graphical images may be delineated with precision, or be photographic, their intended meanings and limitations may also not be realized without the qualifications of explanatory language, or without trained expertise in their interpretation.
Graphics also figure more strongly in conference presentations. Here a spoken narrative is commonly driven not by writing at all but by a succession of PowerPoint images animated by authors from the side of darkened auditoriums. Such presentational genres are thus rhetorically different; they can be more circumstantial, with informal anecdotes about field and equipment problems, why the research came to be done in the first place, and even a relieving touch of humour (see Swales, 2004, chapter 6) . Listeners and screen watchers may not be absorbing the same messages as word readers.
Students today have been called 'digital natives', brought up with computer graphics, video games and information access via the Internet. 'Digital immigrants', generally older and used to being informed through printed books and papers, are less graphically sophisticated in using and interpreting imagery (Prensky, 2001 ). This age-related distinction (as opposed to a generation-crossing continuum) has been criticized, and presumably will prove temporary as immigrants retire from the scene and leave it dominated by the natives. White and Le Cornu (2011) prefer 'visitors' and 'residents', seeing the Web as a place rather than a tool (note the existence of the Web as an additional medium, and the metaphorical use of English for encapsulating communication concepts). The point to emphasize here is that, over the years, written language -English -appears to have become diminishingly dominant in the practice of geomorphological communication. In the future, one can imagine authors' judgements of confidence or significance coming to be expressed in unicode emoticon forms that can be understood worldwide.
Discussion and conclusions
Appropriate language has to be used in reports to explain and persuade about the contextual placing of research and the validity of the procedures being followed, and in claiming significance for the results obtained. Significance and validity are claimed through language, and dominantly now for geomorphology through distinctive styles of crafted English (here labelled EGeomP) more than other languages. Readers need to be fully alert to what is being attempted. Presentational rhetoric varies according to any language or set of cultural conventions adopted. There is no such thing as the perfect language, nor is English a 'chosen one' in any superior linguistic sense. It is important that valuable concepts and research results (or their limitations) do not get disguised through translation, through formatting concealment, or because the language used divorces non-expert potential users from any practical understanding.
With its occasionally insecure terminology and ambiguitieseven (or especially) when it is given a simplified grammar and syntax, and is shorn of metaphor and idiom -EGeomP English as currently used may not totally satisfy all needs. Conceptual thinking, the judgemental expressions available to the language, and the wider dissemination of subtly qualified geomorphological insights may not be well communicated in over-simplified language. Technical term flexibility and proliferation, together with the subtleties of English meaning, can also render papers less accessible to novice, interdisciplinary, or global readerships. It could be timely to have greater agreement on the formal international definition of terms. The expected AIMRDC structuring of scientific papers also encourages descriptive and empirical research routes. These are of course highly valued components of science for validating models, but without a theoretical setting, they may not necessarily be mind changing. If communication is dominated by formulaically presented cases, linguistically comprehensible only to technical in-groups, there is little overarching potential for wider discourse.
However, verbal language is only one element of modern research reporting. The greater use of mathematics, the publishing of tabulated data based on field and laboratory techniques, and the use of visualization techniques all aid communication of actual research findings for L2 'readers' expert in the discipline (if not necessarily their significance or reliability). This is without many words in English or any other language. The interpretation onus here has shifted a little from writer determination to greater reader/viewer freedom. And for many readers, 'self-explanatory' figures and tables, an abstract, and the conclusions are the report components most likely to get used where language competence is low.
There remain, of course, clear advantages to the international use of English: it opens lines of communication to an attentive global community, and this facilitates both further scientific discovery and the spread of appropriate technologies and methods. A common language avoids communication delays and obscurities. Especially where accompanied by mathematical and graphical presentations that are easier to comprehend internationally, this allows the widest dissemination of scientific understandings. But as used in practice, every language has its quirks, and it frames communication for those that may need to use its subject matter. Specialized language can isolate elites, who know its meanings, from some of their potential audiences. Those left in ignorance may be nonexperts, ones with other kinds of scientific expertise in the same language, or ones native in other languages. Some of this is inevitable, as 'experts' need to communicate economically in expert modes that need to be learnt. But it would be interesting to know to what extent practising geomorphologists with English as an auxiliary language find that the way they are expected to express their scientific work through English is for them unsatisfying. Perhaps L1 geomorphologists, writing in EGeomP for global consumption, also feel that there are unwelcome constraints set by the ways they need to modify their everyday language to fit expected academic reporting styles and structures. It would be good to share knowledge of perceived language limitations that mask or constrain effective global communication and progress in geomorphology.
